INTRODUCTION
One of the earliest results in ergodic theory is Poincare's recurrence theorem which states that if a measure preserving transformation on a finite space has no non-trivial invariant sets then every set of positive measure hits almost every point infinitely often under the action of the transformation. The first result of this paper establishes a complement to Poincaré's theorem by proving that if a measure preserving flow on a complete prob-34 M. H. ELLIS AND J. M. STEELE ability space has no non-trivial invariant sets then there exists a set of measure zero which completely contains each countable set infinitely often under the action of the flow.
To isolate the difference between this result and Poincare's theorem we note that the representation theorem of Ambrose [1] easily implies there is a set of measure zero which will catch any element of Q, but a more elaborate procedure is needed to catch every countable subset. ergodic flow on a complete probability space (Q, ~, ,u). There is a set A of measure zero such that for any countable C there is a t = t(C) such that C ~ TtA. In fact, for any such C, the set {t : C c is dense in R.
Proo, f. To prove this result we will use Rudolph's representation theorem [6] as sharpened by Krengel [5] . Let The product measurability of A' together with the fact that A does not have full measure imply there is an 0 a 1 such that ,u'(A')and one of the following must hold.
(1) There is an x E D such that m { t : (x, t)8A', 0 -t p } ap, or (2) There is an ; E DC such that m { t : (x, t)8A', 0 t q } aq.
We can suppose without loss of generality that (1) occurs. Next we take a collection of open intervals { such that 00 and for which ~~(I i) -a' p. Setting a i = Yn(I i) for i = 1, 2, ... and i=1 i 03B10 = a _ 1 -(p -a')/3 we apply the precEding lemma to obtain a closed F ~ ~ t : 0 _ t p ~ of measure zero which cannot be covered by any collection of intervals with lengths { oc for all t e R the theorem is established.
FURTHER REMARKS
Rudolph's representation theorem [5] , [6] played a key-role in the conceptualization and proof of the results given here, but one should note that at the expense of greater complexity one need only appeal to the representation theorems of Ambrose [1] or Ambrose and Kakutani [2] . The assumption of ergodicity made in our results can be weakened to aperiodicity since the representation theorem remains valid. This is mentioned in Rudolph [6] and the extension is described in detail in Krengel [5] . For simplicity of exposition we have omitted the full discussion of this more technical hypothesis.
Since we have dealt here only with flows, we should note that there are some related results for transformations. It is proved in Steele [7] that for an ergodic T on a Lebesgue probability space there is for any 8 > 0 an A with J1(A) 8 which satisfies the condition:
For any finite F there is a j = j(F) such that F ~ One can easily show that this result is best possible in the senses that neither can A be taken to be of measure 0 nor can F be allowed to be countable.
This result provided one of the motivations of the present paper, and it has also been extended in a quite different direction in Ellis [3] .
Finally, we note that a much earlier contribution to covering with sets of measure zero was made by Erdos and Kakutani [4] , but their work concerns Euclidean similarities rather than measure preserving transformations.
